
Probability

l. Three researchers, A, B and C, share aa office. When the office phone rings, the probabilities of the
call being for each of them are as follows.

A:O.2 B:0.3 C:0.5

The probabilities of each researcher being in the offrce when tlte phone rings are as follows.

A:0.7 B:0.6 C:0.8

All the probabilities are independent. Find the probability that, when the phone rings,

(i) the call is forA andA is in the office, tll
(ii) the researcher being called is in the office, t2)

(iii) the call is for C, given that the researcher being called is not il the office. 12)

(2009/"1/Q6)

2 A and B are two events such that P(A) = I, ptal = I ana r(a u r) = $.

(i) Find P(A n B).

(ii) Show that A and I are not independent.

(iii) Using a Venn diagram, or otherwise, find P(A' U B).

t1l

t1l

t3l

(2009,P1/Q7)

3. The events.4 and B are such that P(e) = 0.6, P(A) = q.3 2r4 p14 l8) = O.Z. Find the prcbabiliry thar

(i) both A and B occur, tU
(il) at least one ofA and B occurs, l}l
(iii) exactly one of4 and B occurs. l2l

(2010/P1/Q6)
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First attempt Second attempt

Pass

0.1

Pass
0.9

Fail

(i) Find the probability that a randomly chosen student fails the examination at both attempts. [1]

(ii) Given that a student passes the examination, find the probability that it is at the second attempt.

t3l

(iii) Three students taking the examination are chosen at random. Find ttre probability that two of
them pass at the first attempt and the other passes at the second attempt. t3l

(2010/P1/Q7)

6. Box A contains 5 red balls,4 green balls and I yellow ball. Box B contains 6 red balls and 2 green
balls.

One of the boxes is selected by tossing two fair coins. If both coins show heads, box .4 is selected
and otherwise box B is selected.

(i) One ball is chosen at random from the selected box and the colour of the ball is noted.

(a) Draw a tree diagram to represent this situation. t3l

(b) Find the probability that a red ball is chosen. 12)

(c) Given that a red ball is chosen, find the probability that it came from box A. l2l

(ii) Instead, two balls are chosen at random, without replacement, from the selected box. Find the
probability that both balls are the same colour. t4l

(2011/P1/Q11)

Fail

r4 O Educational Publishing House Pte Ltd

4. A group of students take an examination in Chemistry. A student who fails the examination at the
first attempt is allowed one further attempt. For a randomly chosen student, the probability of passing
the examination at the first attempt is 0.7 and the probability of passing at the second attempt is 0.9.
This information is shown in the tree diagram below.

5. Independent events A and I are such that P(A) = a and P(8) = D. Given that P(4 U B) = 0.46 and
P(A n B) = 0.04, find a quadratic equation satisfied by a and hence find the possible values of P(A).

ts1

(20r l/Pr/Q6)
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7. Events A and B are such that P(4) = P(B) = p and P(A U B) = f .

(i) Given that e and B are independent, find a quadratic equation satisfied by p.

(ii) Hence find the value ofp and the value of P(A O B).

(i) Draw a tree diagram to rcpresent the possible outcomes.

Events A and B are defined as follows:

Event A: Jai's score is 5 or 6,

Event 8: Jai has two throws.

(ii) Show that P(A) = $.

Find

(iii) P(A na),

(iv) P(e u a),

(v) P(8 | A').

8. An election was held to choose the leader of a political party.

. Candidate ,4 received 50% of all the votes, and 60 of A's votes were cast by males.

. Candidate B received 35% of all the vot€s, and 4070 of B's votes were cast by males.

. Candidate C received 15% of all the votes, and 2O?o of C's votes werc cast by males.

A person V, who voted in the election, is selected at random. Find the probability that y

(i) voted forA and is male, tll
(ii) is female, 121

(iii) voted for C, given that V is male. l2l
(20t2tPUQ8)

Jai is playing a game which involves throwing a fair six-sided die. If the result is a 3, 4, 5 or 6, his
score is the number shown. If the result is a I or a 2, he throws the die a second time and his score is
the sum of the two numbem fmm his two throws-

I3l

l2l

(2o12tP1.tQ7)

t3l

t?l

tl l

tzl
141

(2013/P1/Q12)
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10.

Laptop Games
machine

x
Tablet

A group of students are asked whether th€y own any of a laptop, a tablet and a games machine- The
numbers oivning different combinations are shown in the Venn diagram. The number of students
owning none of thes€ is J, One of the students is chosen at random.

L is the event that the student owns a laptop.

f is the event that the student owns a tablet.

G is the event that the student owns a games machine.

(i) Write down expressions for P(L) and P(G) in terms ofx. Civen that L and G are independent,
show that r = 10. t4l

Using this value ofx, find

(ii) P(z u r), t l1

(iii) P(rnG'), tll
(iv) P(l, lG). tll
Two students frum the whole group are chosen at random.

(v) Find the probability that both of these students each owns exactly two out of the three items
(laptop, tablet, games machine). t3l

(2014/P1/Q11)

11. TwoeventsAandBaresuchthatP(A)=tr,P(B\=2p,P(AuB) = 0.42 and P(A n 8) = 0.03.

(i) Show thar p = 0. 1.5. t I l

t3l(ii) Find P(A U B').

(iii) Determine whether the events A and 8' are independent. 12)

(201slP1iQ8)
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12. An accountancy qualification involves two separatc examinations, Part I and Part II. To be successful,
a student must first pass Pan I and after passing Part I must then pass Part II. Students who fail Pan I
at the first attempt always make a second attempt. Students are allowed at most two attempts at Part I
but only one attempt at Pan II. The probability that a student will pass Part I, on either attempt, is ;.
The probability that a student will pass Pan II is (.

(i) Draw a tree diagram to represent this information t3t

(ii) Find the probability that a student chosen at random will succeed in the accountancy qualification.
121

(iii) Find the probability that a student chosen at random will succeed in the accountancy qualification,
given that the student fails Part I at the 6rst attempt. 12)

(iv) Find the probability that at least two of them will be successful. t3l

(2015/P1/Q12)

13. The events A and I are such that P(A) = 0.6, P(8) = 0.25 and P(A n B) = 0.05.

(i) Draw a Venn diagram to represent this situation, showing ahe probability in each of the four
regions. I31

(ii) Find the probability that

(a) at least one ofA and B occurs, tll
(b) exactly one ofA and I occurs. tll

(iii) Find P(A I d). t2l

(20t6tPrtQ7)

i4. Two boxes. A and 8, contain balls of diferent colours. Box A contains 5 blue balls, 3 red balls

and 2 green balls. Box B contains 4 blue balls and 2 green balls. One of tie boxes is selected at

random. Two balls ale then chosen at random, without replacement, fiom the selected box. Find the

probability that

(i) both balls are red, t2l

(ii) the two balls are of diflerent colours, t4l

(iii) both balls are red, given that they are the same colour. [3]

(2016/P r /Q8)
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15. A code consists of 6 characters. The fint 3 characters of the code consist of 3 digits chosen
from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The last 3 characters of the code consist of 3 letters chosen fTom

{A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}.

(i) How many codes can be formed if rcpetitions are not allowed?

Now suppose that repetitions are allowed.

(ii) Find the probability that I code chosen at rardom

(a) contains the digit 5 exactly once and the letter H exactly twice,

(b) has 2 as its first character or H as its six& chamcter, but not bodr.

tl l

16.

Marketing Economics

Finance

Marketing, Economics and Finance are thrce subjects offered at a business college. The numbers
of students studying different combinations of these subjects are shown in the above Venn diagram.
Every student studies at least one of these subjects. The number who study all tfue€ subjerts is r. One
of the students is chosen at random.

. M is the event that the student studies Marketing

. E is the event that the student studies Economics

. F is the event that the student studies Finance

(i) Write down expressions for P(M) and P(E) in terms of .r.

t3l

t3l
(2017lP1/Q8)

(ii) Given that events M and ,E' ar€ independent, find the value of x.

(iii) Find P(M U F/).

(lv) Explain, in the context of this question, what is meant by P(f' I M), and find its value.

Three students arc chosen at random, without replacement.

(v) Find the probability that each studies exacdy two of these th-ree subjects.

t2l

l3l

tll

t3l

t3l
(2017,?r/Q1l)
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